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Final Press Release

XVIII. International Festival of Chess, Bridge and Games Czech Open 2007 has ended. The number of starts in all festival tournaments was 5908. This is the record number, festival reached more than 5000 starts for the first time in its history. There were 98 tournaments at all. In 5 main chess tournaments there were 1704 participants from 47 countries. 

For complete results and statistics find www.czechopen.net.


Final results of grandmaster tournament PARDUBICE OPEN:
		
						average opponents ELO rating:
1. Vlastimil Babula		CZE	7,5 b.		2487
2. Viktor Laznicka		CZE	7,5 b.		2484
3. Philipp Schlosser		GER	7 b.		2487
4. Vladimir Potkin		RUS	7 b.		2477
5. Nurlan Ibrayev		KAZ	7 b.		2444
6. Mikhailo Oleksienko	UKR	7 b.		2440
7. Anton Korobov		UKR	7 b.		2437
8. Grzegorz Gajewski		POL	7 b.		2430
9. Pitor Bobras		POL	7 b.		2418
10. Kivanc Haznedaroglu	TUR	7 b. 		2390


INTERVIEW WITH GM VLASTIMIL BABULA (2577):

Are you satisfied with your victory in the main tournament?
I put this victory very high. It is one of the most valuable victories. I am very satisfied. I was glad we were two Czech players at the top places for all tournaments. It was nice after the long years of foreigner winners.

You are the first player who has won the grandmaster tournament Pardubice Open twice...
It is something special, but I don´t feel it is as important as it looks. I am satisfied with the victory more.

What was the hardest time for you during the tournament?
I didn´t experience a tough time, but there were definately hard plays. I didn´t like the first round. Everybody expects favorites will win, but sometimes it is not easy. Our opponents had nothing to lose. For me the game didn´t go very well, but finally I was able to win. It was the basic step for my next victory.

Which game was the hardest one?
It was in the fourth round, against Heberla from Poland. We both made a lot of mistakes and we both didn´t recognize mistakes of the others. But he did the last one, which was the crucial one for the game.

You have played the last round with white and Viktor Laznicka with black ones. Do you think it could affect the final standings?
Playing with white is always better, but it didn´t affect the result in this particular case. Viktor´s rival was one class weaker than him and he wanted to tie their game from the beginning. Viktor was the one who had to play active. My opponent plays the same style all the time and it doesn´t matter which color of chess-men he has. He  doesnt play carefully, but he is very active, he is willing to sacrifice a piece. Everything is possible in such game. In my opinion the color difference was deleted because of this.

What would you say about Viktor Laznicka?
Viktor is such a great player. I can see he is improving, because he is working very hard. I like his young and optimistic view.

What about other Czech players? Was there somebody who attracted your attention?
Pavel Simacek played great, the tournament was successful for him. It is pitty Jan Bernasek didn´t play. I like his way of playing chess.

You have played also against Shakhriyar Mamedyarov during the active chess tournament. How was your game?
It was very interesting. I had white and I was calm, trying to tie the game. But he got to know my purpose and started to play very pushy. He created some pressure on me, but then he made a mistake. I was able to win but my time was short and Mamedyarov showed he is a fighter. He refuse my draw proposal and instead he beat me, because I was in a time pressure and didn´t act properly. I could see his eyes shining because of happiness after the winning game. It was a great moment for me, very good experience. I think I won´t have a chance to play against him in the future.

Are you planning to play other tournaments now?
There are not so many top open tournaments as Czech Open. I need to play only tournaments with the certain level. I am playing chess leagues in Czech, Germany and Austria during the year so now I am going to rest for a while.

How does your preparation for tournaments look like?
I prepare myself. I don´t have a coach or a partner to play with. I use a computer a lot. It is good, you can find quickly what you need. My preparation consists of the analysis of my own games, because I think it is the most important thing.

What is your next goal?
I don´t have a particular goal I want to reach. Last year, when we were at the chess olympiad in Italy, it was nice to see David Navara or Viktor Laznicka playing some great games. The Czech national team really has a good chance to be successful. It would be great if I can be part of the team and help to reach a great victory.



